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Time
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C H RIST MAS W REAT H S

1. Christmas Wreath Cut out the middle of the plate. The best way to start
this is to fold the plate in half and at the back of the plate cut a slit,
unfold the plate and begin cutting!

2. Get two different green papers and cut them roughly into 3-4cm strips.
3. Glue the strips around the plate ensuring that you are changing the

colour of green each time. The paper will slightly overlap to ensure that
there is no plate showing.

4. Cut triangles at the top end of each of the green strips.
5. Get your pomp pomp’s and glue them around your

wreath for decoration! Leave a space at the top of the
bottom of the wreath for later on!

6. Cut out a 3cm strip of white paper. Once this is cut,
fold it back and forth to make a “spring” look.

7. Draw and cut out a flame from the yellow paper.

Repeat this on the red paper but just a little bit smaller
so that it fits within the yellow frame.

8. Glue the red flame to the yellow flame. Now glue the
flame to the spring!

9. Position the spring with the flame at the bottom of

the wreath so that it pops up through the middle hole
too look like a candle! Position and glue, it on so the
candle is standing up right!

10. Now the final touch is to make a red bow and glue
that to the bottom of the spring.

YO U WI L L N EE D :

Scissors
Glue Stick
Paper plates
Craft paper, Dark green,
light green, Red and Yellow
White paper or card
Red Pom poms (Also change
the craft instructions to pom
poms)
Colouring pens for
decorating
Red ribbon

